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Assembly instructions for the installation of MultiElast  

 

Application 1: Construction joint sealant inserted in fresh concrete according to test certificate (ABP) 

:::  Substrate preparation (in situ concrete) 

When installing in fresh in-situ concrete, no substrate preparation is required. It should just be ensured that the 
MultiElast is installed in the concrete directly after it has been brought in. For this purpose, the concrete in the 
area of the tape should be pulled off smoothly, not rubbed smoothly. 
 

::: Processing (in situ concrete) 

MultiElast is pressed halfway into the fresh concrete directly from the roll with the protective foil facing upwards. 
Make sure that the sealing tape in the lower area is completely enclosed by the fresh in situ concrete and that 
approximately half of it protrudes out of the concrete. During cement hydration, MultiElast and the fresh concrete 
form a permanent and flexible sealant. 
 
To extend the tape, the ends of the MultiElast rolls have to be connected to each other with an overlap of 5 cm at 
the sides. The lateral overlapping of the band ends must be done without air inclusions by firmly squeezing / 
kneading the bands together. 
 
Once the concrete has hardened, the protective foil is re-
moved shortly before the 2nd concreting step starts and in-
situ concrete can be filled in. After removing the sealing strip, 
make sure that the joint sealing tape is not contaminated with 
dirt until the concreting of the next concreting section. 
 
Mistakes in tape installation can be corrected after hardening 
of the concrete. 

 

::: Notes (in situ concrete) 

For forming and installing curves with the elastic MultiElast 
tape, it may be helpful to bend the strip shortly after unrolling 
It with much greater curvature and then to insert it into the 
fresh concrete.  
 
Especially at low temperatures, the tape ends can be safely 
connected by briefly heating the tape ends. 
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Application 2: Joint sealant when installing on set concrete 

::: Substrate preparation (set concrete) 

In the area of the joint, the concrete substrate must be firm and load bearing, as well as free of dust, grease, oils 
and other separating materials to ensure proper adhesion of the MultiElast sealing tape. The substrate must be 
dry during assembly. A loose cementitious sintered layer on the concrete surface must also be removed before 
the MultiElast installation, for example by grinding. 
 
A suitable primer is applied onto the substrate area at the later position of the sealing strip with a brush. The 
pretreated surface must then be ventilated and dry. 

 

::: Processing (set concrete) 

After the solvent has evaporated, the sealant tape can be installed on the pretreated surface. For this, the primed 
surface must be heated so high e.g. by using a gas burner that the MultiElast superficially melts during installation. 
In addition, the MultiElast strip is pressed firmly at each point onto the pre-treated concrete. 
 
To extend the tape, the ends of the MultiElast rolls have to be connected to each other with an overlap of 5 cm at 
the sides. The lateral overlapping of the band ends must be done without air inclusions by firmly squeezing / 
kneading the bands together. 
 
The protective foil should be removed from the sealing strip shortly before the next concreting step starts and in-
situ concrete is filled in. After removing the sealing strip, it must be ensured that no contamination of the joint 
sealing tape occurs up to the concreting of the next section. 

 

::: Notes (set concrete) 

Tape extensions can be formed securely at low temperatures by briefly heating the tape ends. 
 
Before concreting (after cooling MultiElast and concrete), it is recommended to check the secure adhesion of the 
sealing tape to the concrete. A well-adhering MultiElast strip can only be removed with greater force. If the strips 
are easy to remove, they must be re-bonded with heat to the substrate. 

 
 
 
Application 3: Joint sealant - Repair of installed tapes 

MultiElast strips, which can easily be removed from the pre-
treated / primed concrete after cooling, must be re-bonded 
with heat. 
 
If the MultiElast strip has been installed / pressed partially too 
deep into the fresh, In situ concrete, then you can stick a strip 
of MultiElast on top of the installed strip after concrete setting. 
To do this, you must heat both strips until the strips melt su-
perficially and press them together hot. 
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Application 4: Sealing of joints between precast element according to test certificate (AbP) 

::: Planning 

The joints should be designed in a way that the MultiElast can be compressed down to approx. 4 mm height. 
In order to achieve the compression of 80%, the use of the BT turnbuckle is recommended.  
The transitions between the precast elements have to be designed parallel and straight. 

 

::: Substrate preparation (joints between precast concrete element) 

In the area of the joint, the concrete substrate must be dry, clean, firm and load bearing, as well as free of dust, 
grease, oils and other separating materials, in order to ensure optimum adhesion of the MultiElast. In case of 
doubt we recommend a preliminary test. 
 

::: Processing (joints between precast concrete element) 

MultiElast is placed directly from the roll, with the protective layer facing upwards, in the middle of the precast 
element area that should be connected to the next element. The MultiElast tape is pressed firmly along its entire 
length to prevent the seal from shifting when the next precast element is placed. In corners, the sealing tape is 
bent before pressing into the required shape. To elongate the MultiElast strip, cut the ends at an angle (30° to  
45°) so that they are connected together after being pressed together without significantly increasing the cross-
sectional area. Before placing the next component, remove the protective strip and check that the sealing strip is 
firmly and non-slid ably mounted in the desired position. Immediately thereafter, the next finished part is pressed 
in the joint area against the sealing tape, so that it can stick to it. 
 
 
For optimum sealing effect, it must be ensured that the mate-
rial is compressed to ≤ 20% of its original height before the 
joint is stressed. 
 
The joint can be checked for tightness immediately after in-
stallation and exposed to pressing water. 

 

 

 

::: Notes (joints between precast concrete element) 

The joint width / MultiElast height after compression by 80% for the optimum sealing performance up to 10 m 
water depth is 4.0 mm. 
 
Especially for horizontal joints, note that the MultiElast tape is a sealing tape. It cannot be used for load transfer, 
this is possibly to be ensured by other suitable measures. To avoid damaging the sealing strip, the joint width must 
not be below 2 mm at any point or at any time. 
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Notes (General) 

When using MultiElast to seal components made of impermeable concrete in accordance with the German "WU 
guideline", the General Building Inspectorate Test Certificate must also be observed. 
 
At low temperatures, assembly can be eased by storing the MultiElast rolls as warm as possible (room tempera-
ture) until just before installation. To further ease the assembly the substrate can additionally be heated in the 
joint area when MultiElast is installed on precast elements. 
 
When installing in fresh concrete at low temperatures, tape end connections can be safely formed by briefly heat-
ing the ends of the strip. 
 
For other applications, we recommend a preliminary test in case of doubt and ask for clarification with clarification 
with our application technology. 
 
This manual supplements the technical data sheet. In all cases of doubt, the technical data sheet is valid. 


